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100 Problems 
I started off by asking people in one of my classes to fill out a form with the most pressing 
entrepreneurial opportunity they saw. The first 28 were responses from these people. They 
all are pretty diverse. Then I started asking people I knew. Primarily people who are in 
college although I tried to vary the locations. I also filtered out most of the duplicates until 
I got 100 distinct problems. 

Number Name Problem

1 Qi When you go on vacation, indoor plants tend to die or 
become unhealthy due to a lack of water and care. 

2 Ricardo There are very high costs for sending remittances to south 
america

3 Lyla Many people live with undiagnosed food sensitivity

4 Alex There is no convenient way to protect track spikes while walking

5 Tal The total cost of a meal or meal item is not presented on menus. 

6 Lizzie Many people live with very poor posture. 

7 Shyamal In the last decades people have reduced the amount of outdoor 
and nature activities that they perform. 

8 Ammara
 Neighborhoods do not have set up security to make sure that 
crime is lowered. (There have been a lot of break ins in her 
neighborhood)

9 Liuyi Virtual therapy lacks the environmental stimulation that you could 
receive with in person therapy. 

10 Taraanng There are too many phone applications necessary to download 
once a student enters duke. 

11 Anne Pilot training is incredibly expensive for military aircraft.

12 Anne Military training overall is very expensive and laborious. 

13 Anne Drone technology requires a decent amount of piloting today. It 
would be nice to have more automations. 

14 Molly Purchasing single use clothing for events is expensive and causes 
waste. 

15 Rodrigo Dividing bills for large tables is difficult and confusing especially 
when ordering happens throughout a night rather than at once. 

16 Ulysse Dorm room furniture is expensive and only serves a purpose to 
the customer for a few months. 

17 Yvette The available forms of transportation for duke students is limited. 
Ubers are expensive and buses do not take you many places. 

18 Manh Finding career advice in Vietnam is incredibly difficult. 
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19 Michelle People who want to work remotely and travel sometimes end up 
paying double rent. 

20 Valentina It is difficult to find places to compost in cities, especially for 
restaurants. 

21 Patrick Animal Adoption is not very efficient. It takes a lot of searching 
and requires using multiple platforms/websites.

22 Allison Deciding what to take on a vacation is often difficult and requires 
extensive planning. 

23 Sai Searching for jobs is labor intensive. A centralized method for 
sourcing jobs is not available. 

24 Mridang Well fitting clothing is difficult to find. Especially when shopping 
online. 

25 Meghna There is no centralized marketplace for up cycled clothing and 
sustainably verified clothing. 

26 Shayon The late night dining options in durham are limited. 

27 Jamadagni Finding a roommate while in college or in a masters program is 
difficult. 

28 Adeline Restaurant reservations are not exchangeable. 

29 Abigail Shin Splints are an issue for Abigail. 

30 Abigail Losing matching socks in the washer/dryer

31 Abigail Forgetting to water plants. 

32 Abigail Her boyfriend’s Shoes smell bad

33 Abigail Ear rings always fall out and get lost

34 Lia Sunscreen feels gross on her skin so she doesn’t wear it. 

35 Lia Blow drying hair takes too long

36 Lia Formatting documents is a pain. She wants them to look unique 
and special

37 Lia Not many iron rich foods on duke campus. 

38 Lia No Centralizing scheduling application

39 Gigi Want to look for photos easier with key words

40 Gigi Leggings/socks get linty easily

41 Gigi Doesnt know how to track her circadian rhythm

42 Gigi Gets angry at her boyfriend often

43 Gigi Gets tonsil stones 
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44 Sophia Does not know how to track her ovulation cycles well

45 Sophia Does not know how to find good deals online

46 Sophia Does not know how to manage a personal budget

47 Sophia She has brittle hair

48 Daniel Clothes hangers causing dimples in shoulders of garments

49 Daniel Takes a long time to shower due to products needed to detangle 
and style curly hair

50 Daniel Stench of workout clothes

51 Daniel Understanding how I truly feel about a given situation / 
strengthing independent thought and self-awareness

52 Daniel Poor time management

53 Patrick Editing videos takes a long time and skill

54 Patrick Prickly chest hair

55 Patrick Falling asleep is tough sometimes

56 Patrick Getting hangovers is inconvenient

57 Jose Can’t quit smoking

58 Jose Smoking marijuana makes him feel sleepy the next day

59 Jose Difficult to concentrate when trying to study

60 Piper Needs a stuffed animal organizer

61 Piper Deodorant makes underarms too dry. 

62 Piper Nail polish chips off easily. 

63 Piper Difficulty gaining weight

64 Heather Gets bitten by mosquitoes often

65 Heather Shoulder pain.

66 Heather Always late to class because she wakes up late

67 Gary Hard to remove stains from shirts.

68 Gary Box dye damages his hair
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69 Tito Difficulty balancing time between personal life and school

70 Tito Buying clothing that fits correctly online.

71 Leila Issues waking up

72 Leila Keeping in contact with friends.

73 Harry Difficulty making medical appointments.


74 Jerry Feeling insufficient.

75 Jerry Clothing getting wrinkled in the wash.

76 Daniel Staying away from sugary foods.

77 Daniel Feels insecure often.

78 Will Shopping addiction. 

79 Will Drinking too much due to FOMO and getting hangovers

80 Beatrice Wakes up with a stuffy nose.

81 Beatrice Getting spam calls all the time

82 Beatrice Being unable to remember passwords.

83 Verity Finding thrifted clothing that fits properly.


84 Verity Self-check out machines glitching

85 Michelle Breaking into new shoes.

86 Michelle Important emails going into junk folder

87 Michelle Ice melting in the drink

88 Niko Difficulty losing weight

89 Niko Coffee stains on teeth.

90 Niko Pulling muscles after exercise.

91 Barbara Gets spam calls often

92 Barbara Choosing music to listen to

93 Barbara Insurance is difficult to purchase.
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94 Alex Making medical appointments at the wellness center

95 Alex Dirt keeps getting under my fingernails when I work outside. 

96 Alex It is difficult to know what to recycle. 

97 Alex I can’t like-react to texts from Android users

98 Alex Staying hydrated throughout the day

99 Wesley I cannot get high quality sushi in durham

100 Wesley Buying electronics in the united states is tough and expensive. 


